Recent advances in microsurgery, refinements in non-invasive dynamic lymphatic system imaging, and improved approaches to resection involved the contributions of pioneering surgical lymphologists to make lymphatic microsurgery and surgery of lymphatic disorders an increasingly important, safe and practical option in these chronic vexing disfiguring, disabling, and at times, life-threatening congenital and acquired conditions. Moreover, future improvements in the scope and outcome of these procedures include minimally invasive and robotic approaches possibly coupled along with tissue engineering, stem cell and tissue transplantation. These improvements, and ultimately fetal restitution/reconstruction, to prevent or treat these lymphatic disorders will require both the intellect and skill of the surgeon on the research teams and in clinical multimodal management (4) (Figg.1-2, side).

**Evolution of Lymphatic Microsurgery**

The first use of microsurgery was described in 1962 when Cockett (5) and Goodwin performed an anastomosis of a dilated lumbar lymphatic to the spermatic vein to treat a patient with chyluria. From this first procedure, subsequent developments in microsurgical techniques (as described below) have enabled lymphatic-venous anastomosis to emerge as a feasible treatment option for lymphedema. O’Brien and co-workers (6,7) in 1977 described their use of microlymphatic surgery for treatment...
of secondary obstructive lymphedema. They utilized three or more lymphaticovenous anastomoses at or above the elbow (or knee) and observed a reduced incidence of cellulitis post-operatively. The microlymphatic techniques were applicable to both upper and lower limbs, and they also applied them to localized cases of obstructive lymphedema following trauma and congenital constriction bands. They emphasized that considerable experience in microvascular surgery was required for performing the procedure. Their results in obstructive secondary lymphedema were encouraging, even though the authors remarked that a long-term evaluation of the clinical outcome was required before judging the potential of these techniques.

The field was advanced in 1981 when Degni (8,9) introduced an original technique of lymphatic-venous anastomosis for use in lymphedema of the limbs. The procedure was easily performed and was applicable to both the upper and lower limbs, and also for the thoracic duct or any blocked lymphatic vessels of the abdomen. He used this technique to treat lymphedema due to surgical resection of benign tumors (lipomas of the thigh), reconstructive procedures (pendulous abdomen, plastic surgery of the thigh), orthopedic operations on the knee, and after varicose vein stripping. The purpose was to divert the lymph into a vein in cases of blocked lymphatic vessels, particularly when lymphographic findings demonstrated good function and intact permeability of lymphatic vessels. A longitudinally divided needle was used to introduce the lymphatic trunk into the vein, pulling the lymphatic into the venous lumen and fixing the lymphatic to the upper venous wall with one suture. At almost the same time (1982), Clodius (10,11) reported that microsurgery for primary and secondary lymphedema, consisting of shunts between lymphatic vessels and veins, was a well-established surgical technique. Problems arose from irreversible changes in the peripheral lymphatic system and in the connective tissues as well as the obliteration of the deep lymphatics best suited for lymphaticovenous anastomoses in more chronic lymphedema. He therefore cautioned that lymphaticovenous shunts should be performed early before fibrotic tissue changes appear.

As the techniques were becoming more widespread, two groups reported larger data sets. In 1985, Huang and co-workers (12) described their experience of 110 cases of lymphedema treated by microlymphaticovenous anastomosis with excellent results achieved in 73% of the cases. Al Assal, Cordeiro and co-workers (15), in 1988, reported experimental studies in dogs using a new technique of microlympho-venous anastomosis to improve long-term patency rates and clinical results in lymphedema therapy. Technical points, such as an oval window on the wall of the vein and a few sutures piercing only two lymphatic layers, adventitia and media, outside the lumen were emphasized for successful results. Three methods for assessment of patency of anastomoses were used: (1) observation with the operating microscope of dye transit across the anastomotic site; (2) lymphography, and (3) histopathologic examination. Based on encouraging results, the authors suggested that end-to-side anastomosis might be the technique of choice.

Olszewski (16-19) published in 1988 his personal 20-year clinical experience in diagnosis and treatment of various types of lymphedema of the lower limbs with microsurgical lymph node-vein and lymph vessel-vein anastomoses. He limited indications for surgical therapy of lymphedema to a carefully selected group of patients with local, segmental obstruction of proximal lymphatics with demonstrably patent peripheral lymphatics and at least partial preservation of contractility. He reported that in his practice long-term penicillin therapy was indispensable prior to surgery in cases with a history of lymphangitis.

A critical review of microsurgical lymphovenous anastomosis for the treatment of lymphedema was published by Gloviczki and co-workers (20) in 1988. Their group performed lymphovenous anastomoses (LVA) to treat chronic lymphedema and reported a mean follow-up at 36.6 months. They concluded that LVA offered a promising physiologic treatment particularly in the secondary lymphedemas and that lymphoscintigraphy was found to be a suitable method for both identifying patent lymphatic channels before surgery and determining function of LVA after operation.

Ho and co-workers (21), also in 1988, reported their results in a series of patients with secondary obstructive lymphedema treated by microlymphatic bypass. The procedures in the lower and upper limbs were described. Preoperative assessment by lymphangiography and lymphoscintigraphy was used to assess suitability for the procedure. Postoperatively, patent lymph collectors were demonstrated by lymphoscintigraphy. The authors also emphasized that microlymphatic bypass should be carried out before the peripheral lymph collectors were destroyed or permanently damaged by increasing back pressure and recurrent infection.

In a different approach, Baumeister and Siuda (22) in 1990 described their initial experience with microsurgical lymphatic grafting in the treatment of lymphedemas. Lymphatic grafts were anastomosed to peripheral lymphatics distal to and central lymphatics proximal to the regional blockade. In the case of unilateral blockade at the groin or pelvis, the grafts connected the lymphatics of the thigh of the affected leg with lym-
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Derivative Approaches

The first microsurgical derivative operations were those using lymph nodal-venous shunts. These have been largely abandoned (except in endemic areas of lymphatic filariasis such as India where thousands of these procedures have been performed and lymphatic channels even in lymph nodes are often widely dilated) due to the high rate of anastomotic closures caused by the thrombogenic effect of lymph nodal pulp on the venous blood and the frequent re-endothelialization of the lymph nodal surface. One of the possible modifications of this technique is the use of lymph nodal capsular patch with its afferent lymphatics (lymph nodal capsular-venous anastomosis). This method has been carried out predominantly in children since it is technically feasible even in cases of very small lymphatic and venous structures.

Because of the difficulties encountered with lymph nodal-venous shunts by surgeons worldwide, the next approach was to use lymphatic vessels and directly anastomose them to veins. The first of these operations at the University of Genoa were performed using an end-to-side (lymph to blood) technique (29). Lymphatic collectors were introduced inside the vein, and the inferior edge of the lymphatics introduced into the vein lumen acted as valves to avoid backflow of blood into the lymphatics and there by preventing occurrence of thrombosis. More recently, the preferred techniques has been telescopic multiple lymphatic-venous anastomoses. Healthy appearing lymphatics found at the site of surgical operation are directly introduced together into the vein by a U-shaped stitch and then fixed to the vein cut-end by means of additional stitches between the vein border and the perilymphatic adipose tissue. At the end, the first U-shaped stitch is removed to avoid the risk of closure of lymphatic collectors. With the use of Patent Blue dye (a sodium or calcium salt of diethylammonium hydroxide), properly functioning lymphatics appear blue, and the passage of blue lymph into the vein branch verifies the patency of the lymphatic-venous anastomosis under the operating microscope when the anastomosis is completed.

For patients with lower limb lymphedema, anastomoses are performed at the subinguinal region. Lymphatic-lymph nodal superficial structures are isolated, and all afferent lymphatics are used for the operation. Lymph nodes are subjected to histopathologic examination. The usual finding in primary lower limb lymphedemas is a varying grade of nodal fibrosclerosis and thickening of the nodal capsule but with normal afferent lymphatic vessels.

There are alternative technical microsurgical solutions depending on the anatomical conditions at the site of operation. It is possible to perform multiple lymphatic-venous anastomoses at the same time, and the important feature is that the vein branch is patent. It is necessary to test the patency of venous valves since it is mandatory to carry out an external valvuloplasty to correct the valvular insufficiency before performing anastomoses in cases of incompetent venous valves (30,31).

For upper limb lymphedema, lymphatic-venous anastomoses are performed at the medium third of the volar surface of the arm, using both superficial and deep lymphatic collectors, evidenced by the blue dye. Deep lymphatics are found in between humeral artery, vein and the median nerve. The vein used for anastomoses is a patent branch of one of the humeral veins, and the technique most performed is the telescopic one.

More than 2500 patients affected by peripheral primary and secondary lymphedema have been treated over the past 40 years at the University of Genoa mostly using lymphatic-venous derivative techniques. Primary lymphedemas largely included lymph nodal dysplasias (LAD II, according to Papendieck’s classification (32,33) consisting of hyperplastic lymph nodes with sinus histiocytosis and a thick and fibrous capsule with microlymphangioadenomomatosis. In these cases, lymph flow obstruction was apparent as seen by alter-
ations of the afferent lymphatics which appeared dilated and swollen with thickened walls and where smooth muscle cells are reduced in number and appear fragmented by associated fibrous elements (34). In our experience, secondary lymphedemas (35-37) were largely due to lymphadenectomy and radiotherapy performed for oncological reasons (carcinoma of the breast, uterus, penis, bladder, prostatic gland, rectum, and seminoma of epididymis), as well as for complications of minor operations for varicose veins, crural and inguinal hernias, lipomas, tendinous cysts, or axillary and inguinal lymph node biopsies. Most of the lymphedemas treated by microsurgery were at stages II (39%) and III (52%), while 3% of the patients were stage I b and 6% were stages IV and V. Lymphoscintigraphy, performed with either 99mTc-labeled antimony sulfur colloid or 99mTc-nanocolloid Human Serum Albumin (90% of the particles >80 nm in size), was employed in the diagnostic work-up of patients with lymphedema and as a test for selecting patients for derivative microsurgical operations. Lymphoscintigraphy clearly discriminated whether or not edema was of lymphatic origin and also provided important data about the etiologic and pathophysiologic aspects of the Lymphedema (38-47).

Echo Doppler was performed in all patients to identify any venous disorders possibly associated with lymphedema. In most patients, venous dysfunctions were corrected at the same time of microlymphatico-venous anastomoses (i.e., valvular plasty in case of venous insufficiency). In other cases, finding venous dysfunction contraindicated derivative lympho-venous shunts but at the same time facilitated referral of the patient for reconstructive microsurgical operations. Conventional oil contrast lymphangiography was employed only in selected patients with lymphedema due to gravitational reflux in order to define more clearly the extension of the pathologic alterations and sites of lymphatic and chylous leakage (48-50).

Reconstructive Techniques
In those cases involving the lower limbs, where surgically uncorrectable venous disease exists, it is not advisable to use derivative lymphatic-venous techniques, and accordingly, reconstructive methods are used (51-53). The most commonly used technique is the interposition of an autologous vein graft between lymphatics above and below the obstacle to lymph flow. The venous segment can be obtained from the same operative site or from the forearm (mostly the cephalic vein). The length of the graft is variable from 7 to 15 cm, and it is important to collect several lymphatics at the distal cut end of the vein so as to maintain the segment filled with lymph and avoid closure due to fibrosis. The valves of the veins are useful for the correct direction of the lymphatic flow and to avoid gravitational backflow. The technique of anastomosis is the telescopic one with introduction of lymphatics inside the vein cut ends by a U-shaped stitch, which is then fixed by some peripheral stitches (54-56).

Patients, Timing, and Results
Clinical outcome improves the earlier microsurgery is performed owing to absent or minimal fibrosclerotic alterations of the lymphatic walls and surrounding tissues. Long term results after more than 10 years have been excellent (over 75% excess limb volume reduction, compared with pre-operative conditions) in 83% of patients, good (25-50% decrease) in 14%, and poor (less than 25% edema reduction) in 3%.

Lymphoscintigraphy helps in verifying the pacity of microanastomoses long term after operation by direct and indirect findings: reduction of dermal backflow together with the appearance of preferential lymphatic pathways not visible before microsurgery; disappearance of the tracer at the site of lymphatic-venous anastomoses due to direct tracer passage into the blood stream; and earlier liver uptake compared to pre-operative parameters (indirect patency test).

The optimal indications for lymphatic microsurgery are represented by: early stages (1b, 2a, early 2b); lymphoscintigraphy showing a low inguinal or axillary lymph nodal uptake and minimal or absent passage of the tracer beyond this proximal nodal area; excellent patient compliance; and a lymphological center where the patient can easily refer for any needs in addition to a Center of Lymphatic Surgery where the patient undergoes this specialized surgery.

At later stages (advanced 2b,3a, and 3b), with absent visualization of lymphatic channels and regional lymph nodes, it is necessary to reduce the stage of the lymphedema by non-operative methods before microsurgery. After operation, it is particularly important for these patients to be followed closely to improve the clinical outcome and maintain the short-term operative results for the long term (so called CLyFT therapy). In case of poor patient compliance, the results may be unsatisfactory. Relative contraindications to lymphatic microsurgery are represented by cases of lymphatic-lymph nodal aplasia (extremely rare), diffuse metastatic disease, and advanced stage (V) not responsive to conservative therapy.

Lymphatic microsurgery represents a means to bypass the obstacle to lymph flow through lymphatic-venous drainage (lymphatic-venous anastomoses) or by using venous grafts between lymphatic collectors below and above the obstruction (lymphatic-venous-lymphatic plasty) (57-62). Combined physical therapy (63-75) nonetheless represents the initial treatment of patients affected by peripheral lymphedema and it is best performed in specialized centers. The surgical timing follows completion of conservative treatment when further clinical improvement can no longer be achieved and/or recurrent lymphangitic attacks are not further reduced. Microsurgical operations can then be performed and provide further improvement in the condition.

Traditional debulking operations are presently less utilized to treat lymphedema except in cases of late stage lymphedema to reduce skin folds after marked edema reduction obtained by conservative physical and microsurgical methods; in body regions relatively inac-
cessible to effective compression such as the genitalia; in advanced lymphatic filariasis at times combined with lymphatic-venous or nodal-venous anastomosis in the setting of widely dilated lymphatic channels (76); and in localized lipolymphedema associated with massive obesity and forced immobility.

In recent years, liposuction techniques have been refined by Brorson and colleagues in their specialized center at the University of Malmö, Sweden and replicated in a few other locations worldwide. This technique can be very effective in reducing the volume of bulky lymphedematous arms even in late stages. A much smaller experience with lower limbs has also been reported by the Swedish group. The patients must use life-long round-the-clock compression garments thereafter and maintain full compliance to sustain the cosmetic and volume reduction results long-term.

MANAGEMENT OF LYMPHATIC TRAUMA

Traumatic chylothorax and chylous ascites can follow blunt or penetrating trauma. While initially managed non-operatively, operation may become necessary if the chylous leakage persists and becomes life-threatening. Surgical options (Figg.3-4-5) range from direct surgical repair of the thoracic duct or lymphatic ligation to thoracic duct or mesenteric lymphatic-venous shunts (77). Rarely, Denver-LeVeen or other types of peritoneo-venous shunt devices have been used successfully.

LYMPHANGIODYSPLASTIC AND CHYLOUS AND NON-CHYLOUS REFLUX SYNDROMES

Abnormal retrograde transport of lymph or reflux can derive from outside the intestine (non-chylous) or arise in the intestine (chylous or milky in appearance). The phenomenon was recorded as far back as Cruikshank (78), who considered it a post-mortem phenomenon in cadavers. Busey in 1878 (79) described patients with chylous and non-chylous reflux syndrome with accompanying lymphedema and expressed his frustration with inability to improve their condition. Because cholesterol and long-chain triglycerides as chylomicra are absorbed exclusively by the lymphatic system, disruption, compression, obstruction or fistulization of mesenteric lacteals, the cisterna chyli, and the thoracic duct directly relates to chylothorax, chylous ascites, chyluria, and chylous reflux in other sites. In some patients with severe obstruction to intestinal lymph flow, the peripheral lymphatics gradually dilate, valves become progressively more incompetent, and lactescent lymph refluxes into the soft tissues of the pelvis, scrotum, and lower extremities (chylous vesicles), and even manifests as generalized subcutaneous chyledema in newborns. A variety of genetic mouse models mimic this condition with diverse developmental defects of the intestinal-thoracic duct lymph system. Dynamic imaging of both chylous and non-chylous lymph reflux can usually be obtained by adjusting the whole body protocol for lower and also rarely upper limb lymphangioscintigraphy and can be applied to newborn infants as well as adults to identify the source, timing and location of the lymph reflux and tailor further evaluation and management accordingly (77-83).

Pathophysiology

From the etiopathological point of view, primary forms of chyloperitoneum are basically correlated with congenital dysplastic alterations (87-92) and more or less extended malformations of chyliferous vessels, cisterna chyli, and/or of the thoracic duct, as well as of regional lymph nodes in this region or in affected regions. These conditions account for approximately 70% of all cases.
Conversely, “secondary” forms due to mechanical causes or obstructions of various types or disruptions, including trauma, are less common.

It should be pointed out that from a pathophysiologic point of view, malformation-related dysplasia alterations act as actual obstacles to antigravity lymph drainage, just like mechanical obstruction. A malformation affecting the thoracic duct, Pecquet cyst, and/or chyliferous vessels illustrates this concept and represents a significant obstacle to lymph drainage and, in particular, to intestinal drainage. Accordingly, chyliferous vessels along the walls of the small intestine and of the mesentery become significantly dilated and abnormally stretched due to chylous stasis. The disease also features lymphatic megacollectors with more or less extensive chylous lymphangiectasia, often associated with lymphangiomyomatosis. These are not only located right below the visceral peritoneal layer with a mesh-like arrangement, but also throughout the small intestine and more specifically at the level of intestinal villi. Hence, dysplastic chyliferous megalymphatics may rupture due to a localized swelling (the so-called “mesentery chylous cyst”) or anywhere along the wall of an extremely ectatic collector, sometimes through a two-step process, that is, once the peritoneum is opened up by chyle with subsequent development of a “chyloma,” chyle begins to flow into the abdominal cavity. Also, in other cases, the chyliferous vessel at the center of the villus breaks into the intestinal lumen, thereby causing the loss of proteins, lipids, lipoproteins, and even calcium and glucose, which leads to metabolic disorders that are typical of so-called “Protein Losing Enteropathy” (PLE).

Owing to the direct link between the septic intestinal environment and the inner lining of chyliferous vessels, there may be recurrent attacks of acute lymphangitis and acute mesenteric lympho-angioadenitis which, in some cases, may even lead to septic shock or, at best, to a chronic process, while triggering a vicious circle with further worsening of the intestinal lymphatic drainage.

Chyloperitoneum and PLE may often be combined. Also, it should not be forgotten that, apart from intestinal lymphatics, also lumbar lymphatics – collecting the lymph from the lower limbs, external genitalia, intra-abdominal organs, kidneys, adrenal gland, and the abdominal wall – flow into the cisterna chyli. Further, considering the thoracic-mediastinal catchment basin of the thoracic duct and that lymphatic dysplasias can affect even one or more extra-abdominal sites, due to bizarre malformation combinations, chyloperitoneum can also be associated with a whole range of different pathologic pictures: mono or bilateral chylotorax; chylous cyst, mediastinal chyloma or chylo-mediastinum; chylomic/cardium; chy luria; chylocolpometrorrhoea; chyleoedema of external genitalia and/or of one or both lower limbs, with chylo-lymphostatic verrucosis and subsequent chylo-lymphorrhoea; and chylous joint effusion.

The wide ranging extension of the foregoing malformations and the complexity of their association with dysplasia of chylo-lymphatic vessels, thoracic duct, and chylous cyst explain why, in the newborn, sometimes these conditions affecting multiple sites are incompatible with life (93). Further, upon clinical onset of the most severe cases, effective treatment may be difficult to achieve later in life, thereby leading to more or less complex prognostic implications involving “quod valetudinem” as well as “quod vitam” issues.

**Treatment Approaches**

For a rapid restoration of proper metabolic balance, total parenteral nutrition (TPN) is recommended early on in order to significantly limit the chylous leak volume.

In the initial approach to this complex problem, especially in acute and sub-acute onset cases, a videolaparoscopy can be useful and also indicated to help in the proper positioning of one or more peritoneal drains of correct size. These will be used to drain the effusion in one or more steps, depending on its volume, while taking care not to cause “ex vacuo” hemorrhages and keeping in mind that chyle is a dense fluid. This procedure is preferred over the ultrasound or CT guided positioning of smaller drains, which are more likely to become closed over time.

Once in place, these drains can be used “on demand,” also for washings with a Trémollières sterile solution (concentrated lactic acid) combined with an antibiotic (250-500 mg of sodium rifampicine). The sclerosing effect of this drug has proven beneficial, especially in the treatment of post-surgical chyloperitoneum (mostly occurring after lymph node resections performed close to the mesenteric root). Also, in these cases of surgical origin where the onset of chylorrhagia occurs in the early days after surgery and can be observed through the same drains placed upon surgery completion, in the great majority of cases, washing with Trémollières associated with a rigorous total parenteral feeding has proved to be successful in resolving this condition in two or maximum three weeks. Actually, the great majority of chylorrhagia cases have been due to extended lymphadenectomy in kidney cancer surgery. In this way, timely treatment of chylorrhagia as a post-operative complication can help prevent the onset of secondary chyloperitoneum. This complication is common in oncological surgery particularly when abdominal drains are removed too early.

On the other hand, primary chyloperitoneum caused by dysplasia or malformations is a much more complex condition. An accurate diagnostic assessment is required for proper treatment, depending on associated clinical features, namely:

- **51CrCl3 test,** to gain evidence of any major abdominal protein leak (>2% of fecal radioisotope disposal within 5 days following intravenous – 30 mCi – administration of this substance. Especially in children, care must be taken not to mix feces with urine since ~30% of this isotope is excreted in the urine.
- **Small intestine barium enema,** to demonstrate any notable thickening due to lymphedema, which is generally greater in the submucosa of the intestinal wall, and
subsequent protrusion of intestinal folds and villi;
- Small intestine endoscopy, in particular with biopsy of the duodenum-jejunum segment, which shows significantly stretched chyliferous vessels at the centre of villi;
- Lymphoscintigraphy, with evidence not only of tracer leak into the peritoneal cavity, but also of a more or less severe dysplasia involving also other compartments, like external genitalia and the lower limbs. This method is an excellent tool to assess microsurgery outcome (as we illustrate below);
- Standard lymphangiography with liposoluble ultra-fluid contrast medium injected with microsurgical technique after isolation and cannulation of the lymphatics of the extensor digitorum muscle. If coupled with a CT scan, LAG allows a more accurate assessment of disease extension, as well as the site of the obstacle and source of chylous leak;
- Magnetic resonance which, by digital subtraction method of the fatty tissue, offers a more in depth demonstration of dysplasia-related impairment of the lymph vessels (lymphangiomagnetogram) (94).

In order to demonstrate a concurrent Protein Losing Enteropathy (PLE), albumin labeled (99m Tc) scintigraphy may be quite useful for a more complete diagnosis. PLE can be observed inside the intestinal lumen in scans taken 1-24 hours after intravenous administration of 740 mBq.

Finally, in case of even more complex pictures associated with more or less widespread hemangiodysplasias, selective digital angiography of the compartments affected by vascular visceral and/or peripheral malformations, and angio-CT are helpful complements to the aforementioned instrumental diagnostic process. At this point, surgical intervention depends on the outcome of the various conservative treatments already implemented, namely, hyperprotein and hypolipidic diet (e.g., exclusively based on medium-chain fats and triglycerides) and total parenteral nutrition (TPN); proper antibiotic protection, which is necessary to prevent and treat the not uncommon septic complications; and even serial paracentesis, which mainly aims at gradual chylous effusion drainage and subsequent reduction in intra-abdominal pressure. In this as well as in subsequent treatment phases, the intravenous, intramuscular, and/or subcutaneous administration of somatostatin or octreotide (the synthetic form) can be useful in reducing chylous effusion – in some cases remarkably successful – likely related to their pitressin-like effect and even as anti-proliferation agents in vascular and, more specifically, lymphatic cells and endothelium (95).

**Surgical Treatment**

Therefore, surgery should be designed on a case by case basis, depending on the primary or secondary nature of chylous effusion, clinical severity, and the number of chylous leaks. The following types of surgical approaches can be performed to treat this disease depending on the specific clinical condition and prior response (96-98):

- Chyloperitoneal drainage;
- Identification of the site or sites of chylous leakage;
- Removal of chylous cysts and/or chylomas;
- Resection of lymphangiectatic -lymphangiodysplastic tissue, which can also be combined with other ad hoc solutions;
- "Spaced-out" antigravity ligatures of incompetent and ectatic chyliferous lymphatic vessels, in order to treat gravitational chylous reflux – following the techniques of Servelle and Tosatti – and if necessary, also
  - CO2 -Laser: When applied at low power, this technique has a welding effect on lymphatics and many other tissues and blood vessels up to one mm diameter;
  - Derivative (lymphatic-venous anastomosis) or reconstructive (lymphatic-venous-lymphatic plasty) microsurgery: When applicable, efficacy has been extensively documented. With well demonstrated techniques, functional solutions can be fashioned allowing for anti-gravitational discharge into lumbar, iliac-pelvic, and inguinal lymph nodes – depending on each case – and, when suitable, ectatic collectors can be harvested.
  - In the most difficult cases and those affected by repeated recurrences, a peritoneo-jugular shunt (Denver, Le Veen type), which, however, has major limitations in children and is susceptible to thrombosis from the viscous chylous lymph.
  - In extreme cases, entero-mesentery lymphangiectasia may be so severe that a full resection of the intestinal segment prominently affected by dysplasia may be required and, in the extreme, intestinal transplantation performed.
  - Videolaparoscopy as a support to laparotomy: When the former cannot be performed as an exclusive procedure – and often associated with CO2 Laser assisted microsurgery –this approach has been particularly helpful. For better recognition of chyliferous vessels, the administration of a fatty meal (60 g of butter in a cup of milk) is useful 4-5 hours before surgery.

**RESULTS**

Sixteen patients (14 males, 2 females) at the University of Genoa have been treated surgically for primary chylous ascites. The group consisted of 6 children between 9 months and 12 years old (median, 8 years) and 10 adults from 23 to 56 years old (median, 35 years). All patients were initially treated by a medical approach alone. They were fed by TPN for a mean of 2 weeks and depending on the presence of the chylous ascites, one or two peritoneal drainages were placed into position by laparoscopy. After draining all chylous ascites, the open surgical procedure began by removing all dysplastic tissues at the site of the chylous leakage by multiple lymphatic and chylous ligatures using nonabsorbable suture material and CO2 laser welding effect. Afterwards, suitable lymphatic or chylous vessels were used to perform lympho-venous shunts on mesenteric or iliac veins. Three drainage tubes were left inside the abdomen, two in the parietocolic area and one in the pouch of Douglas. TPN was extended for 10 days and afterwards, appropriate oral feeding was progressively introduced. Drainage tubes were re-
moved 10 to 15 days after surgery. Early relapse of chylous ascites was observed in only one case, which required a peritoneo-Jugular shunt, which produced a good outcome. All patients must follow an appropriate diet. Bowel resection was not required in any of the patients. One patient with chyluria was treated by resection of the perirenal lymphatic vessels. Median follow-up was 5 years (range, 3 to 7 years). Nine patients did not present with relapse of the ascites or protein-losing enteropathy, and six patients showed persistence of a small quantity of ascitic fluid with no protein imbalance or hypoproteinemia. Eight patients underwent postoperative lymphoscintigraphy, which confirmed an improvement in lymph flow and a decrease in lymph reflux.

**General Remarks**

From the immunological point of view, it is important to avoid the leakage of immunoglobulins and lymphocytes into the ascitic fluid in order to maintain immunologic competence. Lymph in the thoracic duct contains from ~2,000 to 20,000 lymphocytes per mm³, i.e., a concentration of lymphocytes 2-10 times higher than in the blood. This lymphocytosis varies according to the number of lymph nodes, temperature, digestive phase and endocrine conditions. It is, therefore, easy to understand the importance of restoring normal drainage of the intestinal lymph circulation. In case of an isolated picture of chyloperitoneum, it should be pointed out that, owing to the primary nature of the disease especially in children and young adults, the presence of extended cutaneous hemangiomas in the chest or the limbs – normally flat, of a cafe au lait or port wine color – may be a sign of the disease. No familial tendency has yet been confirmed for these malformations. Clearly information about the patient’s medical history and a clinical examination are fundamental for diagnosis and must be conducted in a comprehensive fashion (99).

According to some authors, the definition of “acute chylous peritonitis” is not accurate, since pain is caused by the rapid swelling related to chylous leak into the peritoneal cavity rather than to direct chylous action irritating or inflaming the peritoneum. However, intraoperative findings as well as peritoneal biopsies have shown the presence of significant acute inflammation process. This finding would confirm the typical clinical picture of an acute abdomen, which, in about half of cases could initially lead to an incorrect diagnoses of “perforated gastroduodenal ulcer,” “acute appendicitis,” or acute “cholecystitis.” These acute forms are unlikely to be complicated by septic shock. Subacute and chronic forms are more subtle, where chylous leak is slow and progressive, with practically no pain, which the patient feels rather an annoyance or burden due to abdominal distension. Distension, in turn, raises the lymph flow and a decrease in lymph reflux. Significant hypoproteinemia – specially affecting the albumin fraction – and weight loss. Respiratory problems and steatorrhea are also often present in PLE-associated forms.

The chylous nature of the effusion can be confirmed not only from its peculiar milky color, but also by chemical analysis which will show a high fat concentration (cholesterol, lipoproteins, chylomicrons). For a proper differential diagnosis, paracentesis is fundamental: this procedure allows verification of the nature of the effusion and confirmational clinical and imaging (US and CT) results. It is generally employed to confirm clinical assumptions, while laboratory tests are useful to show the presence of leukocytosis and related lymphopenia. Particularly in acute onset forms, bacteriological analysis coupled with antibiotic sensitivity is useful to implement a targeted antibiotic therapy when necessary. In our opinion, all of these patients, even those with acute onset, should not undergo operation prematurely until at least a proper diagnosis has been made as to the nature and site of the likely leak. During this period, the patient should be properly metabolically compensated through an appropriate diet with protein integration and limited lipid input confined only to medium chain triglycerides (MCT). MCTs, rather than being absorbed through intestinal chyliferous lymphatic roots, use the portal venous pathway. The addition of water-soluble vitamins (ADEKs tablet) should also be considered.

In conclusion, considering the etiopathogenesis as well as the nature and complexity of chyloperitoneum, the treatment of these difficult pictures and the outcome significantly depend on the skills of the physicians/surgeons and on the available technology and equipment. For this reason, it is highly recommended that these patients be referred to the few centers that have a specific surgical experience in the treatment of this disease.

**Frontiers in Lymphatic Surgery**

In recent years, both primary and secondary peripheral lymphedemas are becoming better understood and more manageable problems with increased awareness and early detection (Fig.6). Nonetheless, apparent nonoperative measures are aimed at minimizing morbidity without removing the cause of the underlying disturbance. Microsurgical derivative and reconstructive operations can restore lymphatic drainage, both in the short and long term, and the best results are obtained when these surgical procedures are combined with physical rehabilitative methods.

Emphasis should be placed on prevention of secondary limb lymphedemas based on an understanding of the multifactorial etiology of the disorder (100-108). Presently, it is possible to identify some preoperative
factors that distinguish women at greatest risk of developing lymphedema. By altering the operative management of the axilla (or in the future—the groin and retroperitoneum) in patients with cancer requiring operative resection and lymph nodal sampling, and without compromising the principles of cancer treatment, it may be possible to effect sequelae. It is now also possible to detect postoperative changes in the latent phase before the development of swelling. Using these methods, those in whom lymphedema is most likely to occur can be identified and early prophylactic initiation of non-operative methods should prove more effective than their implementation when swelling has become established.

The authors of the clinical experience in the prevention of secondary peripheral lymphedemas involves the use of an original diagnostic and therapeutic protocol for lymphedema prevention, which includes apart from the clinical evaluation of the patient also lymphangiography. Lymphoscintigraphy may demonstrate the presence of pre-existing anatomic abnormalities of the lymphatic circulation predisposing to specific lymphatic circulatory disorders or document the presence of impaired lymph drainage before the clinical evidence of edema. A therapeutic preventive protocol, including non-operative measures and microsurgical operations may help specifically in avoiding the appearance of lymphedema or in treating it very early allowing recovery from the lymphatic disturbance completely and definitively. Recently, we proposed the use of microsurgical lymphatic-venous anastomoses for primary surgical prevention of lymphedema due to breast cancer treatment by performing microanastomoses simultaneously with axillary lymph nodal dissection (109-110) (Fig.7).

Surgery exists because of the ignorance of medicine that could avoid the need for surgery. Using phenotype-genotype correlations which are under way, it may be possible to identify genetic predispositions to secondary post-surgical lymphedema development (e.g. genetic defects in lymphatic-specific growth factors/receptors). In families with primary lymphedema where linkage or mutations are identified, testing of young clinically unaffected members permits early diagnosis and preventive management of congenital lymphedemas (111-115). Prophylactic and tailored therapeutic surgery may be based on the individual or tumor genotype laying the groundwork for "surgicogenomics" analogous to preventive surgery in familial endocrine tumors. Gene therapy aimed at stimulating new lymphatic growth or improved lymphatic function in affected limbs is also a possibility for the future. New, large families with primary lymphedema and much larger well-characterized populations with secondary lymphedema for genomewide association discovery analysis are needed for further molecular genetic insights applicable to the clinical arena (Fig.8).

Trauma and reconstruction may long remain the province of the surgeon including the lymphatic surgeon, and the development and testing of lymphangiomodulators will need great advances, e.g. anti-lymphangiotumorigenic agents to surpass some of the current successes in resective operations for example in massive lymphangiomas But only the future will tell what interventions will fall in and out of the future surgeon’s province and purview (116) (Figgs.9-10).

In summary, as medicine advances, in addition to improved control of primary and invasive cancer and of infections such as filariasis, which account for the bulk of acquired lymphedema conditions, both preventive and new options in non-operative management of lymphedema and other lymphatic disorders should emerge (Figgs.11-13). These will range from prevention and
early detection of congenital disorders even during fetal life; gene therapy and protein replacement to up- or downregulate lymphatic growth, development, and tumors (lymphangiomodulators); stem cell therapy, tissue engineering and transplantation to reconstitute lymphatic channels; drugs to reduce lymph formation and accelerate lymph flow and propulsion and also to prevent or minimize the fibrosis, inflammation, immunosuppression, elastin destruction, and adipose hypertrophy characteristics of lymph stasis; and evolving lymphatic genomics and proteomics to assess risk and personalize new molecular-based therapies. Until then, guided by improved dynamic and molecular multimodal lymphatic system imaging, surgery and surgeons will likely play an increasing role in research, prevention, and management including potential "cures" of both primary and secondary lymphatic disorders such as chylous reflux syndromes and lymphatic trauma as well as in correction, resection and/or eradication of major malformations and tumors involving the lymphatic system (116b)(Fig.14).
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